
English 9 
Review passages for Agamemnon 

Spaces are compressed to save paper.  If  you are writing out answers to this review, use your own 
paper. 

1.  You halls of  the kings, you roofs I cherish, 
sacred seats—you gods that catch the sun, 
if  your glances ever shone on him in the old days, 
greet him well—so many years are lost. 
He comes, he brings us light in the darkness, 
free for every comrade, ___________________ lord of  men. 

The speaker is the Herald. 

Fill in the blank. 

What is the context of  the speech? 

Discuss the passage’s use of  light imagery. 

Think of  another moment in the play that uses light imagery.  Is the use of  light imagery 
consistent throughout the play? 

2.  That day you marshalled the armies 
all for Helen—no hiding it now— 
I drew you in my mind in black; 
you seemed a menace at the help, 
sending men to the grave  
to bring her home, that hell on earth. 

Who is the speaker of  the passage? 

Who is the “you”? 

What is the context of  the speech? 

Explain the stylistic device at work in the last line of  the passage. 

Compare and contrast the speaker’s attitude toward the subject with that of  the speaker in 
question 1, above. 



3.  Old nobility of  Argos 
gathered here, I am not ashamed to tell you 
how I love the man.  I am older, 
and the fear dies away…I am human. 

Who is the speaker of  the passage? 

Who is addressed in the speech? 

What is the context of  the speech? 

How does the speaker “love the man”? 

What is suggested by the speaker’s assertion that s/he is “human”? 

4.  There is the sea 
and who will drain it dry?  Precious as silver, 
inexhaustible, ever-new, it breeds the more we reap it— 
tides on tides of  crimson dye our robes blood-red. 

This speech is spoken by Clytemnestra 

What is the importance of  the sea to the play? 

What symbol from the play is evoked by the silver and crimson imagery? 

Explore the symbolism in the play of  the color red, using both this passage and other images/
symbols in the play. 

5.  No…the house that hates god, 
an echoing womb of  guilt, kinsmen 
torturing kinsmen, severed heads, 
slaughterhouse of  heroes, soil streaming blood— 

Who is the speaker of  the passage? 

To what, in general, is the speaker referring?  Use the name of  the phenomenon described. 

Explain specifically the images of  the last line of  the passage.   



6.  He had no way to flee or fight his destiny— 
… 
our never-ending, all embracing net, I cast it 
wide for the royal haul, I coil him round and round 
in the wealth, the robes of  doom, and then I strike him… 

Who is the speaker of  the passage? 

Who is “he”? 

What is the context of  the passage? 

What is the speaker’s attitude toward what has happened?   

What is the relationship of  fate to what has happened in the story?  Couch your answer in terms 
that show your understanding of  Aristotle’s ideas about tragedy. 

Explain the net imagery found here and its importance throughout the text. 


